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Cell and tissue, shell and bone, leaf and flower, are so many portions of matter, and it is in obedience to the laws of physics 

that their particles have been moved, moulded and conformed. They are no exceptions to the rule that God always 

geometrizes. Their problems of form are in the first instance mathematical problems, their problems of growth are essentially 

physical problems, and the morphologist is, ipso facto, a student of physical science.

How far even then mathematics will suffice to describe, and physics to explain, the fabric of the body, no man can foresee.....
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Point bifurcation - an unusual singularity / pattern-forming instability ?

- linear instability fails completely ..... essential singularity at infinite wave 
number ...
- regularization via contact (no length scale !) 
- need to compute nonlinear solutions (stable/unstable).
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- loss of convexity at a boundary (surface wave speed vanishes)
- loss of boundary  - anti-crack !

- 2 critical stresses !  
- “perfect” hysteresis



But the zoologist or morphologist has been slow, where the physiologist has long been eager, to invoke the aid of 

the physical or mathematical sciences; and the reasons for this difference lie deep, and are partly rooted in old 

tradition and partly in the diverse minds and temperaments of men.

...  he is deeply reluctant to compare the living with the dead, or to explain by geometry or by mechanics 

the things which have their part in the mystery of life. ...

But of the construction and growth and working of the body, as of all else that is of the earth earthy, physical 

science is, in my humble opinion, our only teacher and guide.


